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Abstract

Digital libraries are powerful tools for preserving and disseminating information in a technology-driven world. Providing options for housing non-traditional information, such as three-dimensional (3D) data, digital libraries also address barriers (e.g., geographic location and physical space) that affect traditional libraries. While there are certain barriers that may prevent users from accessing and utilizing digital content, digital libraries offer ways of preserving, housing, and disseminating non-traditional information that physical libraries cannot. Within the anthropological community, digital libraries can serve as a method of housing 3D fossil data. There are unique challenges and barriers associated with studying fossils that digital libraries help to break down. Through the preservation and dissemination of 3D fossil data, researchers across the globe can work with fossil data without the concerns associated with handling fragile fossils. However, such 3D digital libraries are not without challenges. While there are clear standards and metadata schemas (e.g., RDA and DCMI) for digital libraries containing traditional materials, no such standardization exists for digital libraries containing 3D data. As such, metadata requirements and elements for existing 3D digital libraries are inconsistent and may lack important details about the data, which can compromise functionality. This paper explores trends and challenges that digital libraries containing 3D data experience and highlights best-practice solutions for future 3D digital libraries to overcome these challenges.
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Digital libraries are powerful tools for preserving and disseminating information in a technology-driven world. They provide options for storing and preserving non-traditional information, like three-dimensional (3D) data, that is otherwise difficult to access (Skinner et al., 2013). Due to their versatility, digital libraries provide an interdisciplinary solution for storing and disseminating data while breaking down physical barriers to accessing data (e.g., geographic location and physical accessibility...
of buildings). One such application of digital libraries is storing 3D fossil scans. While paleoanthropological research has historically used physical fossils, working with fossils can be difficult for a myriad of reasons, including limited access (Hublin, 2013; Skinner et al., 2013). The process of accessing and examining physical fossils can be restricted by the geographical location of fossils, how fossils are accessioned and curated, institutional bureaucracy, and the physical state of fossils (Hublin, 2013; Skinner et al., 2013). To address some of these concerns, virtual paleoanthropology has become increasingly popular with many fossils being sent to scanning facilities to create digital copies; however, the dissemination of these fossil scans remains difficult (Hublin, 2013). For example, MorphoSource from Duke University is a digital repository that holds many anthropological models, but the metadata and browsing features make discoverability difficult for non-experts (Hall et al., 2019). Opposite this, platforms like Sketchfab and Thingiverse support better discoverability for non-experts but lack the metadata to support the research community (Hall et al., 2019). Despite their challenges, the use of digital libraries provides an accessible way to create a repository of 3D data and fossil scans that can be used by different audiences globally.

**Trends and Challenges in 3D Digital Libraries**

Although digital libraries hold the power to create an easily accessible repository of fossil data, removing geographic barriers, and preserving the integrity of fossils, such a library poses unique problems due to the nature of the data. These problems include how to catalogue, acquire, and preserve the data in addition to how to protect the rights of those who create and own the data (Berquist et al., 2012; Boyer et al., 2017; Davies et al., 2017; Hardesty et al., 2020; Skinner et al., 2013; Ulguim, 2018; Zamyadi et al., 2013). Literature about previous and existing digital fossil libraries, and similar digital libraries containing 3D data, provides important insight into how to create, maintain, and grow a repository of 3D fossil data moving forward.

**Metadata Schemas**

One of the biggest inconsistencies in current online digital libraries housing 3D data is a lack of standardized metadata schemas both within and between digital libraries (Hardesty et al., 2020). In the past, schemas have used modifications of Dublin Core (Mi & Pollock, 2018) but previous modifications of Dublin Core schemas do not fit
all 3D digital libraries. Due to the vast types of information captured in these varying types of research, previous studies can provide guidance on creating custom metadata schemas; however, typically each digital library must create a unique metadata schema appropriate for the collection and the platform it is housed on (Berquist et al., 2012; Mi & Pollock, 2018). For example, a schema might need to include fields for crowd-sourced keywords if the collection is housed on a platform that supports these functions (Mi and Pollock, 2018).

Regardless of the specific elements that are included in a schema, proper records that support maximum usability should include descriptive, administrative, and structural metadata elements (Joudrey & Taylor, 2017). Additionally, metadata must function to aid discoverability, usability, and interoperability of the stored information (Hall et al., 2019; Mi & Pollock, 2018; Ulguim, 2018). Fields that support searchability and discoverability might include institutional identifiers, holding location information, and keywords (Hardesty et al., 2020; Mi & Pollock, 2018). Similarly, fields containing information about physical characteristics of an object and the scan specifications contribute towards the usability of information (Davies et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2019; Mi & Pollock, 2018). However, partly due to the nature of 3D data, interoperability remains a significant challenge in 3D digital libraries (Albrezzi et al., 2022; Hall et al., 2019). Despite challenges in interoperability, combining these foundational qualities has led to the successful creation of metadata schemas and FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable) data that fully represent and support the function of different types of collections (Golubiewski-Davis et al., 2022; Hall et al., 2019; Mi & Pollock, 2018, Zamyadi et al., 2013). While existing 3D digital libraries provide an excellent starting point for digital fossil libraries, they demonstrate a need for additional discussion and clarity about metadata schemas and metadata implementation within collections.

Data Acquisition and Preservation

Creating a digital fossil library of 3D scans of fossil specimens requires that data be acquired or created in a way that both supports life in a digital library and multi-purpose use of the data (Berquist et al., 2012; Davies et al., 2017; Skinner et al., 2013;
Ulguim, 2018; Zamyadi et al., 2013). While 3D scans of fossils are often produced with a specific type of research in mind, for the purpose of a 3D digital library, scans must be of high enough quality, and in industry-standard file types, to support research that will use data in diverse ways that may diverge from the original intended purpose (Albrezzi et al., 2022; Davies et al., 2017; Hardesty et al., 2020; Skinner et al., 2013). To further support the long-term preservation of the data, all information about data acquisition and creation should be included in the metadata schema and should be mindful about best-practices within the field (Davies et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2019; Hardesty et al., 2020). Additionally, accurate, stable, and long-term identification of data is integral to the longevity of 3D digital libraries (Davies et al., 2017). As such, stable identification numbers such as digital object identifiers (DOIs) or archival resource keys (ARKs) provide a solution to long-term identification and method for citing data (Blundell et al., 2022; Davies et al., 2017).

**Copyright Considerations**

To further support the long-term access and use of data, copyright of data needs to be addressed. One concern data authors and owners might have when publishing their data to digital repositories is the uncertainty of how it will be used, who will use it, and whether credit will be given to data authors and owners. To address concerns about intellectual property and data ownership, different systems have been proposed to track data usage, who is using the data, and for what research (Berquist et al., 2012; Boyer et al., 2017; Davies et al., 2017; Hublin, 2013; Skinner et al., 2013). These methods range from ‘checking out data’ as in a traditional library to submitting letters of intent to institutions before access will be granted (Berquist et al. 2012; Skinner et al. 2013). Regardless of how users access data, these methods help to ensure research projects are not being repeated simultaneously which protects the data owners, data authors, and other researchers with a personal stake in the data (Berquist et al. 2012; Skinner et al. 2013).

To address copyright issues, data owners and authors might assign Creative Commons licenses to the data (Boyer et al., 2017; Davies et al., 2017). Boyer et al. (2017) suggest that CC-BY-NC is the preferable license for academic data as it allows secondary users of the data, with attribution, to reuse and modify the data. Davies et al.
(2017) also offer CC-BY-ND as a potential license that might be useful, though, this is a more restrictive license as it does not allow for derivative data to be published therefore limiting academic publications. However, copyright licenses must be assigned by the data owner and therefore must consider who the data authors and data owners are if they are not the same (Boyer et al., 2017). While the copyright system is not perfect, it does allow some security for data authors and data owners who choose to share their data. However, while current digital fossil libraries fail to ensure copyright information is present if it is available at all, copyright information is integral and should be included in all records (Blundell et al., 2022; Boyer et al., 2017; Davies et al., 2017).

Conclusion

Digital collections of 3D data are certainly not a new conception and they have been slowly growing and being built over the last decade (Boyer et al., 2017; Skinner et al., 2013). Despite the potential of 3D digital libraries for the anthropological community, the application of such libraries needs further thought and clarity. In addition to issues concerning copyright and how researchers use and access the data, current metadata schemas are lacking in the foundational metadata elements. While these discussions are lacking as they pertain to digital fossil libraries, previous work on other 3D digital libraries like MorphoSource provides guidance of how such digital fossil libraries can be improved. To increase the discoverability, usability, and interoperability of these collections, current digital libraries should revisit the metadata schemas and core principles to expand upon current schemas and ensure all stored models meet the metadata requirements.
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